Nanoscale topography of hepatitis B antigen particles by atomic force microscopy.
Hepatitis B virus envelope is mainly composed of three forms of the same protein expressed from different start codons of the same open reading frame. The smaller form named S protein corresponds to the C-terminal common region and represents about 80% of the envelope proteins. It is mainly referred as hepatitis B virus surface antigen (HBsAg). Over expressed in the host cell, this protein can be produced as spherical and tubular self-organized particles. Highly immunogenic, these particles are used in licensed hepatitis B vaccines. In this study we have combined transmission electron microscopy and atomic force microscopy to determine the shape and size of HBsAg particles produced from the yeast Hansenula polymorpha. Tapping mode atomic force microscopy in liquid allows structural details of the surface to be delineated with a resolution in the nanometer range. Particles were decorated by closely packed spike-like structures protruding from particle surface. Protrusions appeared uniformly distributed at the surface and an average number of 75 protrusions per particle were calculated. Importantly, we demonstrated that proteins mainly contribute to the topography of the protrusions.